I. Progress
- Identified draft items, stakeholders, and areas of overlap
- Posted draft, organized and evaluated stakeholder information needs from all groups

II. Problems
- Timing in the summer period will be tight to complete our portion after each of the “impact” groups have completed their work. We have arranged to collaborate with the Title 44 group closely during this period to coordinate changes needed based on other working group sections.
- No conflicts, potential risks remain fitting needed information into allocated page count. Will pay close attention to coordination with other groups to mitigate this.

III. Plans
- Complete stakeholder coordination and pass off scheduling of meetings to staff and/or working groups.
- We may be able to help coordinate more systematic, larger scale input from stakeholders via survey instruments and/or collaboration with library associations.

IV. Comments and Explanations
We may consider meeting every other week instead of weekly, depending on what work needs collaboration or discussion.